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Abstract
Travel literature has captured humanity’s imagination ever since the emergence of

famous works such as The Wonders of The World by Marco Polo and The Journal of

Christopher Columbus. Authors in this genre must process large and diverse vol-

umes of data (visual, sensory, and written) obtained on their trips, before synthesiz-

ing it humanly in such a way as to move and communicate personally with the

reader, without losing the factual nature of the story. This is the ultimate goal of the

natural language processing (NLP) field: to process and generate human–machine

interaction as naturally as possible. Hence, this article’s purpose is to analyze and

describe a nonfictional literary text, which is a type of documentary text that con-

tains objective, qualitative, and quantitative information based on evidence. In this

analysis, traditional methods will not be used. Instead, it will leverage NLP techni-

ques to process and extract relevant information from the text. This literary analysis

is a new kind of approach that encourages further discussions about the method-

ologies currently used. The proposed methodology enables exploratory analysis of

both individual and unstructured corpus databases while also allowing geospatial

data to complement the textual analysis by connecting the people in the text with

real places.
.................................................................................................................................................................................

1. Introduction

Travel literature has captured humanity’s imagination

for years. Books such as The Wonders of The World by

Marco Polo, The Journal of Christopher Columbus,

and The First Part of the Chronicle of Peru by Pedro

Cieza de León, among others, have been analyzed

from various perspectives to understand the richness

of their content. Authors of travel narratives must

process the diverse and voluminous data (visual, sen-

sory, and written) they obtain on their trips, and then

synthesize it humanly without losing the factual na-

ture of the story. This descriptive ability is one of the

characteristics of this particular literary genre. Authors

achieve such a level of complexity that they manage to

move and communicate personally with the reader

(Pérez Martı́nez, 2013). As discussed in the literature,

the ultimate goal of natural language processing

(NLP) is to process and generate human–machine

interaction as naturally as possible (Manning and

Schutze, 1999). Hence, in this article, we present travel

narratives as an ideal use case for NLP, as well as a use

case test. We suggest a tool for the literary analysis of

Spanish-language travel narratives using NLP techni-

ques and, primarily, a named entity recognition

(NER) model; this tool enables both exploratory

macro and micro analysis of unstructured corpus

databases. In the case of the macro analysis, a map is

shown to identify the studied area and make
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connections with current places in the zone. Also, the

user can select the top n most frequent part-of-speech

(POS) sequence patterns, these patterns allow to

understand the author’s particular phrases composi-

tions. In the other case, the microanalysis is applied to

a user-selected book passage, on which you can visu-

alize the model outputs (identified person and loca-

tions). This kind of tools can be helpful to urban

planning since it allows knowing traditions, places,

and monuments that are disappeared from cities.

Authors like Lewis Munford (Mumford, 1938) invite

the reader to think about cities further than the auto-

motive paradigm. In order to do that it is necessary to

remember the past, and history and literature are

interesting tools. The so-called pre-statistics era lacks

quantitative information that can be completed

thanks to this type of text and analysis. The import-

ance of this type of knowledge has been pointed out by

several classical authors such as Ezra (1952), Pirenne

(1969), or Sjoberg (1960).

In recent years, there have been numerous advan-

ces in models that allow the automation of tasks such

as text classification, text generation, and machine

translation (MT) (Otter et al., 2020). These are just

some of the potential practical applications from the

field of NLP, which has found a successful formula in

the use of deep neural networks (Belinkov and Glass,

2019). Building on the rediscovery of artificial neural

networks—specifically of the recursive type—NLP

researchers have continuously achieved results that

advance the state of the art. Some widely used model

architectures are recurrent neural networks, long

short-term memory networks (LSTMs), gated recur-

rent unit networks (Sutskever et al., 2014), and, lately,

transformers (Devlin et al., 2019). These models have

applications in the core areas of NLP, such as language

modeling, morphology, syntax, and semantics (Otter

et al., 2020). The progress in the field is mostly related

to improvements in algorithms, neural network archi-

tectures, and large annotated training data sets

(Goodfellow et al., 2016). Despite this, it is necessary

to continue examining and validating the evaluation

metrics of NLP models, not only using data-based

indicators but also complementing the analysis with

real use cases (Reiter, 2018). In this context, Digital

Humanities emerges as a particularly interesting field

for NLP applications, as one that, unlike

Computational Linguistics, has not yet been subject

to NLP techniques based on neural networks. A new

field of study that seeks to analyze writing style com-

putationally is Stylometry. Its main use is authorship

attribution (Eder et al., 2016). Nonetheless, current

NLP techniques for literary analysis, in both near

and far reading, have a much greater scope than just

the identification of authorship. Therefore, it is neces-

sary to illustrate the different forms of collaboration

that could be pursued to generate greater scientific

knowledge in both the NLP and Digital Humanities.

However, it is not enough to apply these techniques to

the available digitized texts. Travel narrative resides in

the unexplored intersection between the two areas.

These texts describe real-life travels in a factual way,

in relation to the events experienced by the author. As

such, they resemble what is known as history or docu-

mentary (Alburquerque Garcı́a, 2011a,b). Therefore,

to give a demonstration of the scope and potential of

NLP, we present a use case based on the Pedro

Benvenutto Murrieta book Quince Plazuelas, Una

Alameda y Un Callejón. Lima en los A~nos de 1884 a

1887. Fragmentos de Una Reconstrucción Basada en la

Tradición Oral, in which we verify the usefulness of the

main NLP tools, as well as some of its applications in

automating and supporting the literary analysis of

travel narratives.

The proposed methodology is interdisciplinary.

From the travel literature area, the theoretical plat-

form proposed by Luis Alburquerque has been used,

where he shares a series of recommendations regard-

ing the travel narratives analysis (Alburquerque

Garcı́a, 2011a,b). The analyzed text (Benvenutto,

2003) has no records in the Peruvian bibliography

and was not classified. At the end of the 19th century,

the author gathered testimonies from the city’s inhab-

itants. The text could be a chronicle or a popular

traditions compilation, but it also fits as a travel nar-

rative. Other authors who have collected the city tra-

ditions are Ricardo Palma, Acisclo Villarán, or Ismael

Portal, yet Benvenutto provides rigorous documenta-

tion, interviews, and descriptions. In addition to these

findings, the author also looked for information in

ancient texts, engravings, and guides. He is not only

a memorialist as José Jiménez Borja has called him

(Borja, 1978), but an author who looks at modern

urbanism with concern. Thus, he tried to send a mes-

sage to future generations so they not forget about a

human-scaled city. By suiting within the travel

U. Ryusei et al.
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narrative paradigm, the original spirit of his work can

be rescued, while its objective tendency can be turned

into data and digital quantifications. Many other texts

that have been listed on literary shelves were not able

to be interpreted in all their richness. As such the

modeling process is very suitable for this type of

work. The proposed modeling process is intended to

accommodate each author’s own style, which is espe-

cially useful in the case of travel literature. Specifically,

the results and interpretation of the model take into

account the author’s idiolect, uses of language, idioms,

and even redundancies, as part of the search for the

details and data that the text can offer us.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows:

In Section 2, we present a literature review related to

the use of computational techniques for text analysis,

focusing on literary analysis. In Section 3, we describe

each stage of the proposed methodology and its scope.

In Section 4, we review the results obtained in the use

case. Finally, we present our conclusions and discuss

some technical and practical implications of this

study.

2. Literature Review

This section is divided into a review of three groups of

studies: (1) studies that have applied computational

NLP techniques to analyze documents, (2) studies that

have specifically applied NER, and (3) studies related

to urban location mapping. Unfortunately, to the best

of our knowledge, yet there are no academic studies

that have applied NLP techniques to the analysis of

travel narrative literature.

2.1 Natural language processing
Some articles on NLP are strongly based on text min-

ing and feature engineering (that is, preprocessing).

One example is Vani and Gupta (2017), who aimed to

explore the power of syntax-based linguistic features

extracted using shallow NLP techniques for plagiarism

detection. Their results showed that the use of linguis-

tic features empowers the classification of complicated

cases of plagiarism. In another study, Ashraf et al.

(2016) used stylometry to detect author traits (gender

and age) for cross-genre author profiles. The results

showed that a combination of different types of stylo-

metric features, including lexical, syntactic,

vocabulary richness, and character-based features, is

helpful in identifying the age and gender of an author

from his/her written text. Finally, Koto and Adriani

(2015) proposed POS sequences as a feature for ana-

lyzing patterns or word combinations of tweets in two

domains of sentiment analysis: subjectivity and polar-

ity (Koto and Adriani, 2015). Using POS sequences to

classify feelings tested in datasets and results, they

obtained an increase in the certainty of each set, in

comparison to the classification without the POS

sequence.

Recent research on deep learning techniques to

process raw text data (that is, without ad-hoc pre-

processing) has aimed to learn internal representa-

tions by leveraging vast quantities of textual inputs.

Sutskever et al. (2014) presented a general end-to-

end approach to sequence learning that makes the

fewest possible assumptions on the sequence struc-

ture. They used a multilayered LSTM method to

outline the input sequence to a vector of fixed

dimensionality, and later they used another deep

LSTM to calculate the target sequence from the vec-

tor. The results showed that if there is a sufficient

volume of training data, the LSTM-based approach

to MT should perform well on other sequence learn-

ing problems. In addition, Wang et al. (2017) pre-

sented gated self-matching networks for question-

answering based on a reading comprehension style.

They showed that with an increase in length, the

behavior remained stable. The clear fluctuation in

the longer passages and questions was primarily be-

cause the proportion was too small. The authors

stated that their model is broadly skeptical of long

passages, and that it focuses on the important part of

the passage. Finally, Devlin et al. (2018) improved

the fine tuning-based approaches by proposing bi-

directional encoder representations from transform-

ers, which use masked language models to facilitate

pre-trained deep bidirectional representations. It is

important to mention that most of these large pre-

trained models are open-source and available to the

community through frameworks such as Spacy

(Honnibal et al., 2020) or Hugging Face

Transformers (Wolf et al., 2020).

2.2 Named entity recognition
Some studies in the field of NER have focused on the

identification of entities in historical texts. For

A systematic approach to travel literature analysis
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example, Borin et al. (2007) proposed a rule-based

NER system for Swedish literary texts from the 19th

century. Their system obtained an F1 score of 92.8%,

but with errors in the identification of entities with

complex structures. In addition, Iglesias Moreno et al.

(2014) proposed an NER model based on the Freeling

tool for Spanish texts from the Middle Ages. They

obtained good results in identifying entities with sim-

ple structures, but not for entities with complex struc-

tures. Another notable study is Won et al. (2018), who

evaluated NER tools for the extraction of geographical

information from historical texts. The data they used

for their research are the Mary Hamilton Papers and

the Samuel Hartlib Papers. The results show that the

best results were achieved by the Polyglot model in the

case of the Hamilton dataset (with an F1 score of

61.1%), and the Stanford NER model in the case of

the Hartlib dataset (with an F1 score of 70.8%). The

low results are due to the spelling differences between

the entities in the two datasets. Furthermore, studies

on Spanish-language NER in recent years have been

related to biomedical texts (Akhtyamova, 2020;

Rivera-Zavala and Martineza, 2020). For example,

Cotik et al. (2018) presented an NER method for

poorly resourced languages. The authors applied this

method to radiology reports and obtained better

results than the state of the art, with an F1 score of

66.21%. Dı́ez Platas et al. (2020) presented a tool to

recognize entities in Spanish texts dating from the

12th to the 15th centuries, as well as new entities for

medieval texts. The authors designed a tool using lan-

guage characteristics and identification rules given the

difficulty in identifying entities with complex struc-

tures and a lack of normalization in the expressions.

Their model obtained an overall F1 score of 77%

across all entities and can be applied to texts that

have not been preprocessed. Turning back to travel

literature, each text has its own style. The knowledge

obtained about these styles through an NER model

would allow analysis of the information they offer.

2.3 Urban location mapping
In recent years, frequently social networks have been

used as data sources for applied NLP studies.

Furthermore, sentiment mapping has been one of

the most used techniques in studies regarding green

spaces impact in cities (Lim et al., 2019; Plunz et al.,

2019), citizens’ happiness mapping (Mitchell et al.,

2013; Alharbi et al., 2018), disaster resilience (Han

and Wang, 2019; Yao and Wang, 2020), and

human-aware smart cities (De Oliveira and Painho,

2021). Also, some studies provide methodologies and

use cases for mapping places using historical travel

texts, travelogues, or travel literature as data sources

(Rupp et al. 2013; Afinoguénova et al., 2020). These

methodologies, as in the present work, use geocoding

services. In addition, NLP techniques have also been

used to amplify the people’s voices in the urban plan-

ning process through digital platforms for citizen en-

gagement where they receive opinions and comments

to be processed by intelligent systems (Deitz et al.,

2018; Sayah and Schnable, 2019).

Several authors have acknowledged the importance

that heritage and historic urban areas have in order to

improve future urban planning. Abbot and Adler

(1989) argue that there existed a need for including

historical records within the planning practice. Stanley

et al. (2012) stated that the flow of information and

material among people interacting in open spaces rep-

resents a fundamental dimension of cultural, political,

and economic life from early civilizations to the pre-

sent. They proposed a typology that consists of seven

categories. Specifically, Plazas are one of the open

urban space categories that are poorly documented.

In this article, use case test, we intent to extract infor-

mation from Lima’s Plazas in a semi-automated way.

Finally, Giannopoulou et al. (2014) proposed a speci-

alized Geographic Information System to model the

urban process and its impact on heritage regions. The

results show four distinctive urban environments

within the Old Town of Canthi, an urban civilization

from the 19th century in Northern Greece. In Section

3, the methodology proposal defines a standardized

way to extract historical information from travel lit-

erature texts leveraging NLP and mapping techniques.

3. Methodology

The proposed methodology fills a gap in the available

tooling and techniques used to analyze travel stories.

To the best of our knowledge, there is currently no

travel story exploration tool where you can interact

with the texts and increase the reading experience by

enriching the information using both NLP techniques

and geographic data. As such, this article works

U. Ryusei et al.
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toward setting a standard framework for the macro

and micro analysis of literary texts of travel stories that

allow holistically understanding the different aspects

of the text: location, characteristics of the descriptions,

important characters, among others. In Fig. 1, we pre-

sent a visual representation of each stage of the pro-

posed methodology in detail. Stage 1 consists of the

data acquisition and annotation processes. Stage 2

entails the fine tuning and evaluation of the pre-

trained Spanish entity recognition model. Finally,

Stage 3 is the description of the results, presented

in the form of ranking, maps, and interactive

visualizations.

In Stage 1, the data collection process can be car-

ried out using one or many Spanish digitized books

from the travel narrative literary genre as a primary

source. The plain text format is sufficient. Then,

according to the place and time of the main text

source, the complementary data are identified and

collected. Some examples of complementary data are

historical dictionaries, curated and historical place

references, among others. These complementary

data allow one to find the current address of the place

mentioned in the texts or books. Usually, in the NLP

field the first step is to divide the analyzed text into

units called tokens which normally consist of words,

punctuation, or numbers. This step is also known

as tokenization (Manning and Schutze, 1999).

Thereafter, the data pre-processing step consists of

two main tasks. First, sentence tokenization is applied

to the corpus. Then, each sentence is labeled with its

parent chapter.

The process of automatically finding entities in the

text, such as people, locations, or organizations,

through a statistical model is called NER. In Stage 2,

the clean text data is human-annotated to improve the

performance of the NER task, especially for the person

(PER) and location (LOC) entities. This process

requires a person to read the text and indicate, for

each sentence, the start and end character position

of one or more identified entities. Subsequently, the

Spanish pre-trained NER model is fine-tuned using

the labeled dataset. Hence, the dataset is divided

into three samples: training, validation, and testing.

The training and validation sets are used to adjust

the model parameters to minimize the NER error by

preventing overfitting of the model to the training set.

Then, the model is evaluated using the test set, where

the goal is to improve performance in comparison to

the raw pre-trained model. Finally, the fine-tuned

model is used to process the complete corpus;

the results obtained consist of NER tags. Also, a

Spanish-language trained model of a POS and de-

pendency parser is applied to obtain the tags for the

corpus data for use in the next steps.

The first step of Stage 3 consists of the location

entity reverse geocoding, performed in a semi-

automated fashion. First, with the locations entities

already identified in the text, a dictionary of the loca-

tions and their current address is manually built using

the complementary data. Variations of names in loca-

tions such as ‘Plazuela de Micheo’, ‘Micheo’, and ‘La

Micheo’ are considered as one. Second, an online geo-

coding API is used to obtain the location latitude and

Fig. 1 Proposed methodology diagram divided by stages (columns) and tasks (boxes and arrows)
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longitude values for each location entity in the dic-

tionary. Then, the resulting spatial data is used to

build a location map for the final web application.

In turn, the goal of the entity relation identification

task is to automatize the identification of the location–

person entity relationships described in the travel

narrative text. For this purpose, using dependency

parsing, two main identification rules are taken into

account: (1) the entities must have a subject–object

relation and (2) the entities must be less than a d word

token distance, here d is an user-defined parameter,

because the writing styles of different authors have a

strong relation with the text distance that a subject–

object relation can span.

To analyze the text structure, we used POS tagging

which is the process of labeling each word or token

with its corresponding tags such as noun, verb, adjec-

tive, preposition, or others (Manning and Schutze,

1999). Then, the pattern mining process is performed

using the PrefixSpan algorithm (Han et al., 2001) with

the goal of automatically extracting the POS tag se-

quence patterns present in the input data. Besides,

POS tags of the input data are encoded into numerical

labels and a minimal support parameter is defined to

obtain the top n most frequent sequence patterns.

With the results obtained from the algorithm, the

most frequent patterns are shown in the application.

This pattern can be used in literary analysis to com-

pare the author’s narrative styles.

Finally, an interactive web-based tool is built.

This tool has two sections: the first section contains

a map generated using each georeferenced location

and its related person entities, and the POS tag pat-

terns ranking ordered by frequency. The second sec-

tion allows the user to select a specific passage of the

travel narrative text and analyze it using the trained

model outputs. The NER tags are added to the selected

text, and the dependency parsing and POS tags are

shown using a nested-tree structure. As such, this

tool allows the user to macro-analyze the complete

travel narrative text input or focus on one specific

passage. Furthermore, NLP techniques are essential

for geographic information retrieval. On the degree

of effectiveness of these techniques, we have the

work of (Stokes et al., 2008). One of the ideas is the

comparison between human effectiveness and that of

NLP (Florian et al., 2003). The novelty here would be

the use of old topomines within a story from the past.

The peculiarity of geographical names can be cultural

or chronological. The first has been dealt with in

works such as those of (Hu et al., 2019) but it is ne-

cessary to delve deeper into the differences between

place names over time. We believe that our work can

be a contribution in this regard.

4. Use case test1

In this section, we present the use case results1. As

noted earlier, the travel literature book we analyze is

Quince Plazuelas, Una Alameda y Un Callejón. Lima en

los A~nos de 1884 a 1887. Fragmentos de Una

Reconstrucción Basada en la Tradición Oral de Pedro

Benvenutto. The book presents stories related to cer-

tain places in the city of Lima, Peru, between 1884 and

1887, and describes experiences about the city’s dif-

ferent squares. Furthermore, the book was in PDF

format so had to be converted to plain text. Then, in

the preprocessing stage, we obtained 2,049 sentences

after the sentence tokenization process. In the next

stage, we labeled 1,655 entities in the text, which

resulted in 667 locations and 988 person entities.

The labeling consists of manually annotating the

type and position of the entities within the text.

Then, using the annotated data, we performed the

fine-tuning of the Spacy Spanish-language NER pre-

trained model. This model is a multi-task convolu-

tional neural network (CNN) of the Spanish language,

trained using the UD Spanish Ancora and WikiNER

news-related corpus. The model performance scores

reported by Spacy are presented in Table 1 which

consists of two parts. On the one hand, Labeled

Attachment Score (LAS), Unlabeled Attachment

Score (UAS), and POS tagging accuracy (TAG) met-

rics help evaluate the model syntax accuracy.

Regarding dependency parsing, LAS considers the

percentage of words with both the correct syntactic

Table 1. Reported Spacy pre-trained Spanish multi-task

CNN model syntax and NER accuracy metrics

Syntax accuracy (%) NER accuracy (%)

LAS 88.67 NER F 89.84

UAS 91.6 NER P 89.96

TAG 97.54 NER R 89.71

Source: Spacy models Spanish accuracy evaluation.

U. Ryusei et al.
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head (i.e. word relations) and the correct label (sub-

ject, object, punctuation, and others) (Nivre and Fang,

2017). UAS is equal to the percentage of words that get

the right head. At last, TAG is the percentage of word

tokens with the correct label (noun, verb, and others).

On the other hand, the F-score (NER F), Precision

(NER P), and Recall (NER R) metrics help evaluate

NER accuracy. As such, Precision is the model’s ability

to avoid false positives outputs. Also, Recall is the

percentage of words assigned to the correct entity

label. Finally, F-score is the harmonic mean of the

two previous metrics.

A machine learning algorithm is defined as an al-

gorithm capable of performing better at a task with

respect to the amount of data (experience) it has seen

(Goodfellow et al., 2016). In this case, the algorithm

used is a multi-task CNN. Here, we are trying to im-

prove the named entities recognition such as person

and location, and the data are Benvenutto’s book, the

type of entities within the text, and its location. Our

model acquires experience through a process called

training. It consists of an iterative gradient-based error

minimization algorithm that uses the input data to

generate a model output and compare it to the

expected output and correspondingly adjust the

model internal parameters. This comparison is called

validation if it is done during the training phase or

evaluation if it is done after the training using an ‘out-

of-sample’ dataset, also known as test dataset. Also,

model performance on validation and evaluation sets

should be close to the training set to avoid underfit-

ting (i.e. training error higher than validation or test

error) and overfitting (i.e. training error lower valid-

ation or test error), which, in any case, indicates poor

model generalization (Goodfellow et al., 2016). Given

this, first, we separated the data into training, valid-

ation, and testing with the proportions of 70, 10, and

20%, respectively. Then, we deactivated the POS and

dependency parser parts for NER model training.

Later, we tested different combinations of hyperpara-

meters, which are user-determined values outside the

learning algorithm, for example, the number of epochs

(i.e. one epoch is equivalent to a complete cycle

through the input data). The best-performing model

had 350 epochs, an incremental batch size in the range

of 4–32, and a dropout rate of 0.2. The dropout rate

determines the percentage of neurons that are ran-

domly eliminated from the model in the training

phase to improve the model generalization. The

model training and validation loss curves are pre-

sented in Fig. 2. It can be observed that the training

loss curve is above the validation loss curve (which

means that overfitting is avoided) and that both loss

curves converge before fifty epochs. We also evaluated

the accuracy of the pre-trained and the fine-tuned

models in order to determine the gained performan-

ces. The results are shown in Table 2, where it can be

observed that fine-tuning helped to improve the

Precision (NER P) and F-score (NER F) metrics in

the validation and test sets.

After fine-tuning the NER model, we present an

example of the model’s application; Fig. 3 shows a

sentence from the book in which the identified entities

are highlighted (places in orange and people in gray).

In this case, the identification of entities allows one to

analyze the relationships between people and places.

In the example, two places and one person are dis-

played. The person has a relationship with the

‘Alameda de los Descalzos’ due to having brought

some sculptures there. However, the person has no

relationship with the second place mentioned; in the

next step we address this challenge.

Figure 4 presents the dependency parsing and POS

tags within a tree structure in which the leaves and their

color represent the words and their POS tags, respect-

ively. The branches represent the dependency relations.

This example shows that the verb in which the sentence

is rooted can be identified, the subject is ‘el tranvı́a’, the

object is ‘nos’, and the circumstantial complement is

made up of the root ‘mismita’. These graphs can help

researchers to understand the syntactic structure of a

sentence visually, but more importantly the tree struc-

tures can be leveraged to automatically extract mean-

ingful location–person relationships. Moreover, these

structures can aid automatic identification of author

styling using methods such as pattern mining.

Accordingly, we processed the words and their

POS tags using the PrefixSpan algorithm (Han et al.,

2001) to extract the most frequent POS tag sequence.

We configured the algorithm with a minimum sup-

port of 0.45 since this number is small enough to cap-

ture a large set of patterns but not too small to

compromise and increase of runtime (Han et al.,

2001). Table 3 shows the top five most common se-

quence patterns obtained from POS tags, and their

highlighted examples. As mentioned, these patterns
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represent the syntactical features of the author’s writ-

ing style. Based on the patterns found, the sequences

are part of a sentence, and these structures are more

frequent because the sentences displayed tend to be

long. In addition, the patterns give an idea about the

author’s writing style, which is descriptive, in that the

author gives many details about the story. The pat-

terns also show the number of subordinate clauses

found in the text.

We performed the location entity reverse geocod-

ing process to obtain the geographical location and a

dictionary. Then, to be able to apply the entity relation

identification process, we selected a maximum word

distance between entities. Since 60% of the text

sentences have a maximum length of forty-five words,

the maximum word distance parameter chosen was

fifteen (see Fig. 5) to identify entity relations within

the same context and avoid mismatches with non-

related entities. Future studies could propose a metric

to determine the optimal maximum word distance

using a supervised dataset where the relationships

Table 2. Comparison of the NER accuracy metrics for

model applied the analyzed text before and after fine-tun-

ing. Best values between pre-trained and fine-tuned test

results are in bold.

Pre-trained

model

Fine-tuned model

Metric (%) Training Validation Testing

NER P 67.87 91.02 88.65 87.99

NER R 90.44 92.51 89.47 89.06

NER F 77.55 91.76 89.06 88.52

Fig. 2 The model training and validation loss curves. Loss value is presented in the Y-axis and the epoch number in the

X-axis
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are known a priori. Furthermore, a machine learning

model to automate this task could be proposed.

It is important to note that entities with compound

names were counted as a single word when calculating

the distance, to avoid overestimation of entity

distance. Also, to identify entities relationships the

corresponding dependency parsing labels had to be

apposition (aposs), nominal subject (nsubj), or object

(obj) in the case of PER entities, and nominal modifier

(nmod), nsubj, or obj in the case of LOC entities.

Fig. 3 Example paragraph, extracted from the analyzed text, annotated with the named entities found by the model. PER

refers to person entity and LOC refers to location entity

Fig. 4 Tree structure showing the model dependency parsing and POS tagging results using as input an example sentence

extracted from the analyzed text
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Table 4 shows four examples of the obtained entity

relations, as well as the locations, its related people, the

total number of people related to it, and their current

location. In total, we found 190 entity relationships.

The entity with the highest number of relationships is

Lima. The extracted relationships help us to gather

information faster and also to discover the people

that are related to those places. This can give us a

clearer understanding of which people are related to

each place. In these examples, spaces such as ‘Casa de

Table 3. Five most frequent patterns present in the analyzed text using the PrefixSpan algorithm and an example sentence

that contains the corresponding pattern (highlighted)

Frequent patterns Example

ADP, DET, NOUN, ADP, DET, and NOUN ‘A las ocho de la noche, un corneta de Santa Catalina sale a la puerta del fuerte y llama

a las tropas a pasar lista’.

DET, NOUN, ADP, DET, NOUN, and ADP ‘El rı́o Huática sigue su curso a lo largo de la plazuela, los viejos y ruinosos balcones

de la casa de Gómez Sánchez dan sobre él’.

VERB, DET, NOUN, ADP, DET, and NOUN ‘El paseante limita su visita hasta la capilla de San Francisco de Paula el viejo, tal vez

hasta la portada de Guia, y de estos lugares se regresan al carro que ha de volverlo al

centro de la ciudad’.

DET, NOUN, ADJ, ADP, DET, and NOUN ‘La vida nocturna de la plazuela queda descrita con el café Maximiliano en donde se

resume toda ella’.

NOUN, ADP, DET, NOUN, ADP, and NOUN ‘Los due~nos convidan a los visitantes vasos de chicha pintorescamente llamados

orines del Ni~no y estos agradecidos por la atención depositan una moneda en el

platillo puesto con ese fin sobre una columnita de madera’.

Fig. 5 Maximum Word distance selection using Sentences Word length histograms

Table 4. Four examples of the identified location–person entities relations

Location People Current location Total people

Lima José Santos, Don Carlos, el vecino Alty,

Gaillour, Justiniano Alvarez, José

Antonio, José, Pepito Gálvez

Lima 8

Casa de Boza Don Carlos Paz Soldán, Pedro Paz Soldán,

Manuel González de la Rosa, Mariano

Felipe

Jirón de la Unión Cuadra 8 4

Plazoleta de la Merced el sueco Young, Malmborg Plazoleta de la Merced 2

Plazuela de la Micheo Chávez, Manuel Gálvez Jirón de la Unión Cuadra 10 2
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Boza’ are related to famous or relevant figures of the

time such as the poet Pedro Paz Soldán. In addition,

the current address information gives us a deeper

understanding of how the city has evolved over the

centuries, and illustrates the difference between past

and present buildings. For example, ‘Casa de Boza’ is

located on Boza Street and corresponds to what is now

block 8 of Union Street. To make the information

more interactive, we constructed a map containing

information such as related people, current address,

name, and geographical points. Figure 6 presents a

demo of the map that shows some spaces and the

description of one of them.

Finally, we developed an interactive web applica-

tion to deliver the macro-analysis (most frequent

POS tags sequences patterns and a location–person

map) and the micro-analysis (NER and the depend-

ency and POS tree model outputs visualizations) in a

user-friendly way to a nontechnical audience, such as

Digital Humanities professionals or urbanists (see

Fig. 7). The web application uses a static data file

that contains every sentence tagged with its corre-

sponding chapter and paragraph number. The user

interacts with the application via a form where he can

choose the text to analyze, then the NER model is

used to identify PER or LOC entities and the text

syntaxis tree is also shown to verify relations between

entities. Also, the macro-analysis is done using as in-

put data all the available texts. Here, we present an

entity relation map and a ranking of the most fre-

quent POS tags sequences patterns.2

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, NLP techniques have great value in

advancing the fields of literary analysis, both close

reading (i.e. specific passages in a single text) and

macro-analysis (patterns of text databases). Thus far,

Fig. 6 The location entities were geolocated and visualized using an Entity Relation Map where each location contains its

current name, original name, and related person entities
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the scope of NLP techniques has been limited to a

direct or literal interpretation of the text, so it would

be interesting to find ways to understand ‘artistic li-

cense’. This has implications for the organization of

both semantics (metaphor) and information

(stochasticity). In addition, it is important to stress

that travel narratives are more accurate compared to

other categories of literature, which usually have some

fiction. An important issue to discuss is how much it

affects the model generalization the fact that the lan-

guage changes over time. As such, there is a need to

determine whether a model pre-trained using another

type of text could yield better results with the litera-

ture. One example might be a model pre-trained with

historical texts. The application of NLP models can

also include sentiment analysis, which in this case it

offers information about the emotions or opinions in

the text (Stone et al., 1966). Despite this, this article

analysis has only been descriptive, but it can be related

to the language affective dimension. For example, to

understand the reactions of the traveler to places or

monuments it would be enough to add the conceptual

variables that allow it. These variables would also help

the assessment of the writer’s style. One of the tasks in

the literary field is the relationship tensions between

the objective and the subjective (Pang and Lee, 2008),

and the description and its qualities. The dilemmas

between narration and description are classic. As such,

ancient authors such as Quintilian have worked on

this topic (Kennedy, 1972). Thus, it is interesting

trying to incorporate this knowledge into the world

of computational analysis.

Furthermore, in the case of travel narratives, com-

plementing textual analysis with geospatial data is very

useful in reflecting the events experienced by the au-

thor (and the people) in real places. This would allow

readers to connect the descriptions they are reading

with real places. Percy Adams has noted that geogra-

phy’s debt to travel literature is enormous (Adams,

1983); accordingly, another possible application of

travel narratives is to facilitate urban planning

through the recognition of textual objects in order

to reproduce physical objects that no longer exist in

a certain place (such as churches or squares that have

been destroyed or modified). Thus, a virtual, literary

reconstruction of a city can be carried out in certain

spaces. Stories present the original or ancient config-

uration of cities in a literary way, allowing urban

Fig. 7 Screen capture of the Web Application developed as part of this research to allow non-technical digital humanities

professional to explore the model results
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planners to make decisions based on historical know-

ledge. But narrations are not only descriptions as they

also incorporate the author’s perspective. Artificial

intelligence has the potential to order these stories,

differentiate the people and places, and even catalog

the feelings that spaces evoke in the author. This

would be very useful for those engineers and architects

who want to approach the history of the city from a

more human perspective, and therefore learn from

past mistakes and successes of urban configuration.

Finally, future studies could explore the usage of

unsupervised neural network models to perform the

task of text summarization, the inclusion of other

entities in the existing model, and the proposal and

evaluation of an automatic geocoding process.

Notes
1. All the code use in this section is available in this

repository.

2. Available at https://share.streamlit.io/ingenieriaup/

traveling-through-stories-app/main.
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